1999 toyota camry alternator fuse

Fuses protect the electrical systems of your vehicle from overloading by destroying themselves
if the electrical current is too high. If one of the components of your Toyota's electrical system
is not functioning properly, check and replace the corresponding fuse before investigating the
problem further. Toyota systems have a charging system fuse that provides a linkage between
the alternator and the battery. You can remove, check and replace this fuse yourself with no
special tools or knowledge. Park the Toyota and stop the engine. Pull the hood lock release
lever, located on the left side of the steering wheel, below the dash. Pull the auxiliary catch
lever, located beneath the center portion of the front of the hood and lift the hood up. Insert the
hood support rod into the hood support slot. Locate the fuse block within the engine
compartment to the right of the battery. Locate the fuse labeled "ALT-S" on the fuse diagram.
The fuse diagram is a sticker, usually located on the top or bottom of the fuse box cover, which
shows the location of each fuse within the fuse box. The "ALT-S" fuse is the charging system
fuse. Locate the fuse removal tool within the fuse box. The fuse removal tool is a plastic set of
tweezers held in place with a plastic clip. Pull the fuse removal tool off the plastic clip to remove
it. Grasp the top of the "ALT-S" fuse with the fuse removal tool and pull directly up to remove it
from the socket. Dustin Thornton has been writing since He has served as a newspaper
columnist for the "Troy Tropolitan" and a contributor to various websites. Thornton received a
partial scholarship for an outstanding essay in He has a Bachelor of Science in business
administration from Troy University. Step 1 Park the Toyota and stop the engine. Step 2 Pull the
auxiliary catch lever, located beneath the center portion of the front of the hood and lift the
hood up. Step 3 Locate the fuse block within the engine compartment to the right of the battery.
Step 4 Lift the tab on the cover of the fuse box and remove the cover. Step 6 Locate the fuse
removal tool within the fuse box. According to the wiring diagram no. The alt needs 12V to the
field coil wiring to generate power. The Gauge fuse is connected to the IG terminal redblue wire
of the alternator. The IG terminal is what supplies this power to the alt and regulator. White and
yellow wires are for the regulator voltage sensor and alt light. Large wire redgreen carries the
charging current to battery. The alternator WAS dead or so we thought. I removed it from the
vehicle and took it to an auto shop. They checked it out andsaid that the armature needed to be
replaced AKA stater. This cost about Cdn. I got the repaired alternator home and installed it.
The idiot light went out indicating that the alternator was good. I dont see any specific fuse s for
windows or dash. And are there any others under the dash Ive never had any problems with this
car. It was just an immediate loss of windows and dash and then finally the battery died. I
watched them test that dang alternator. It failed but the new one hasnt fixed problem. So here is
what I found. This morning I went through whole fuse box under the hood. After no luck and
being frustrated I thought to myself a few minutes. So I went to inside and back behind the
change compartment found another fuse box. It had one labeled gauge. It was a blown 10 amp
fuse. The windows and gauges on dash worked. So I thought I had it fixed. I seen everything
was working I was satisfied. Well I backed out a few minutes ago and looked down and it
happened again. Lost dash and windows. Blown fuse again. One item the Gauge fuse connects
to is the Alt. Does the fuse blow in Neutral or Reverse In Reverse power goes to the back up
lights. The wiring going from the chassis to the trunk lid can fail due to lid flexing when opening
and closing. The fuse box melting is not good. After this fuse the circuit branches out most of
these branches have their own much lower amp fuse s. If there was a short down the line one of
these fuse s would blow before the the amp. Still check all the other fuse s for blown or heat
damage. There are several fuse boxes in the engine compartment plus one behind the drivers
side ash tray on the dash. The item. Did something similar with a 91 camry. I was trying to save
money and blew the fuse on the battery cable. I think it was only 12 or so. I was pretty relieved
when I got it going. Everything was fine till I decided after 4yrs. Now I have problems. With new
batttery in there is a click under hood when. Quote Originally Posted by toyomoho The A fuse is
bolted to wiring terminals thus do not pry it out. Check the alt wiring. Black 12V hot from A fuse.
White 12V hot from A fuse and Alt fuse. Yellowgreen IG2 fuse going to alt light. Redblue 10A
gauge1 fuse. If the alt plug was out the alt may have been damaged thus might have it retested.
Check for loose or damaged wires bad grounds loose harness plugs etc. Sometimes an alt can
be bad if rebuilt. Thanks Joey I appreciate it haha yeah that fuse seemed tighter than any old
fuse I ever saw. I considered putting pliers on it but I had a feeling that might be a bad idea..
With a flashlight I checked every wire I could see but I didnt remove the airbox to see it all
better. The wiring in general looked pretty good and clean. But the clip on that alternator plug
looks like it has failed. The piece is intact but it didnt click together the way I wouldve liked it to.
Maybe the shop did have it fixed and then the plug came undone again.. I want to give those
guys the benefit of the doubt here. Also I didnt know that that could ruin the alternator. When I
first saw it it was basically in place but not really pushed together. It looked like it was just
sitting on top with just the rubber boot keeping it in place.. Judging by what my daughter told

me I figure they drove about miles before the battery ran out of juice. Do you think a camry with
a brand new battery could go that far without charging. Grrr It has me stumped I tested the two
possible theories left aside from a faulty regulator on a new alt Cleaned all the terminals
tightened them until I could near snap the socket drive and started the engine. While cold the
light is out. Unplug the sensor and the alternator stops. Update Took it to a shop and from what
the mechanic said it was the alternator. Glad I took it in because I never would have guessed the
alternator. Not really sure how the alternator would pop the am2 fuse and not run just the fuel
pump but hey at least its fixed lol. You have covered the usually causes. A few thoughts. By
narrowing down the common electrical circuits for the components that dont work you may be
able narrow down the problem area. The starter motor receives power directly from the battery
via a large cable going to the starter solenoid attached to the stater motor. The solenoid is
engaged by the ign key switch that activates a starter relay supplying. Depends on how much
current you draw. Add in the current required for the amp check the amps fuse rating if 2 fuse s
add in each fuse. With this is determined compare to the alternator output. If higher then the
alternator rating you can have a problem. Once the. This car is my mothers but i drive it most of
the time she hasnt had a car in years so im trying to get this one in top shape for her she just
bought it she likes toyota s. Didnt have enough time to check the fuse s yet. Got a few more
days in my work week then I am home free to mess with it as much as I need to get it fixed. First
thing I will try is fuse s since I havent checked them yet the fuel filter. If that doesnt do it I am
back to the drawing board on diagnosing the problem. Maybe the pump. According to toyota.
Be sure to check the positive battery cable is connected to the alternator. After the cables check
out a fusible link should be the culprit. They tend to be hidden in with the wiring harness
bundles. They basically are small inline fuse s. Look up the electrical diagram and look for one
near your alternator or starter and then trace the wires out using their color codes and sure
enough you should run into the fusible link u r looking for. If its the crankshaft in the wrong
stroke I dont understand how it would not start when this thing has been running all out of time.
I also know how I had removed the alternator power without disconnecting the battery and it
touched the exhaust manifold creating a small spark before I removed the wire. I checked the
fuse s and they were all good. Maybe theres a camry. Automotive advices toyota camry
alternator fuse. When the gauge fuse 10A interior fuse block is blown does the charging system
still work. Yes or no. Thats all I need. Here is a very basic diagram of the plug to the voltage
regulator in the alternator. I just had the head rebuilt and put back on. Car ran great for two days
on the third day while I was driving the car just shut off on me. The car keeps cranking over but
wont start. I noticed the efi fuse was blown so when i put another one in it blows right when i
turn my key over in the ignition. Someone was telling me it could be a pinched or spliced wire.
Had a new stereo installed at FutureShop. Nothing fancy The wife drove the car home I drove
the car to work the next day When I drove to the local convenience store for lunch Needless to
say in a couple of days of back. So issue number 1 is that almost everytime i start the car and
then shift from park to drive automatic obviously when. Pulled cable from positive and it shut
back off. I figured alternator took it to advance auto and it failed test. I bought a new one and
after installing I noticed the windows wouldnt roll down and nothing on the dash works. I pulled
the wire again from battery and it still shutting down. Ive changed out the amp alternator fuse
after that. Still same problem. Keeps blowing square 30 amp fuse in left side of dash behind
change drawer. I installed a new ignition switch had battery checked new cable ends checked
alternator but have found nothing. It acts like a direct short. Please Help Hey there everyone. Im
a new member here and first I wanted to say thanks for such great info on the forums Ive been a
long time reader. I own a camry Ce and about 2 weeks ago I first noticed the little battery icon
on the dash flickering on and off along with the dash illumination. I checked the fuse s and saw
that the Amp fuse which controls everything from the gauges to the climate control. The engine
starts and the dome light works. I did a fairly good job of looking for obvious blown fuse s
without finding one. Any suggestion This occurred during a repair. While changing the timing
belt I accidentally touched the negative battery cable against its post while the alternator battery
cable was grounded against. I see top posts I figure what the fuck I contacted the terminals for
maybe 2 seconds. BAM fryed the fuse a 30 and a 10 amp fuse. I cant even describe to you right
now how angry I am. I obviosuly went and swapped for the correct battery. TOYOTA CAMRY III
toyota camry v6 hello new here im having a electrical problem with my toyota camry v6 the
alternator took a dump so i put a new battery and new alternator now when i started it i felt the
alternator and it was burning hot so i shut it down took the alt back and had it checked its fine
and i had the battery checked its fine and fully charged so i reinstalled it and same thing
burning hot so i just unpluged the. Im not particulary good with electronics so Ill need some
help to fix a battery drain. Questions [ul][]What is a normal drain in a camry []How much drain
are the different electrical components supposed to cause[] How do I continue troubleshooting

after knowing behind which fuse s the problem is located []Where do I find the headlight
relay[]How do I control the function. There are a few small problems that I wish to address with
it. Firstly sometimes when the car is running on a slight incline we get a funny smell entering
the cabin and when we take off the smell goes away. It doesnt always happen just sometimes.
Secondly sometimes when the car has just been started. Its an electrical problem this I am sure
of. I have replaced the battery and the alternator but am still having issues. The car will start
right up with a jump but once you disconnect the cable and try to turn on the headlights or hit
the brakes the car shuts off like a light switch Im at my wits. As I was driving the other day the
radio died then the gauges but not the warning lights the odoff light was flashing and the
acheater blower followed. About a mile later down the road I stalled out no restarting. Upon
inspection under the hood I realized I needed a new battery and terminals. Replaced those and
tested the charging system. Hi all Im new here.. My daughters camry just got a new alternator
and battery. It ran for most of the day and then conked out again last night. I tried searching but
couldnt find anything specific to this so I joined up because this looks like a good place to find
advice. Last night I went over there to bail them out with a multimeter and jumper cables hoping
to find a simple fix like a loose wire. All the other windows work from the drivers door and also
from the individual doors. When i have the child lock on for the windows none of the windows
work from the drivers panel which is not the way it was. Can someone help me diagnose is it a
fuse I read on some posts that alll windows are controlled by one fuse. For the past few weeks
the fuse for my instrument panel windows and ac fan have continually blown. The car wont start
without the battery being jumped or charged. The car will run for a few minutes until the batter
dies. I used a voltmeter to check the voltage and it fluctuates while the car is running. The
alternator and battery have both been checked multiple. SO my dad and i figured that it was just
the alternator fuse that had blown causing the car not to start. FIRST the car started up no
problem.. All things electrical werent working so I tried to get a jump start from a friend thinking
it is a battery issue. Once connected my car had power enough to crank the engine but it still
wouldnt start up. I tried jumping it with a portable booster pack too but that didnt help either. I
also tried. Help Hi. My name is Michael and I am a new member to this forum. Long story short I
sent my brother to buy a used battery at advance auto parts store and they gave him one that is
same cranking amps but the positive and negatives are on opposite sides. He installed it
backwards without realizing it and sparks were flying. I inspected the car and a few electronic
components does not work. Radio power seats. I did a quick search and nothing close enough
came up. It underwent an inspection and had a number of things repaired in this instance the
alternator was replaced due to the battery light coming on when the engine warmed. Replacing
that. To no avail and even made the problem worse Started on Sunday after work the gauge
cluster lights did not work. Checked the fuse s and they were good. Monday replaced the bulbs
and the gauges were lit for all of 5 minutes. I think I bumped something putting it back together.
Today talked to a service adviser and. TOYOTA CAMRY Electrical problems I have a camry
four-cylinder it seems like when I start the engine it starts right up and then runs for a few
seconds and then shuts off I have checked the ignition coils and a check okay I have also
checked the map sensor that EGR Valve crank positioning sensor to I have discovered when the
alternator starts to charge the engine quits on have tried a new alternator and it does the same
thing. Problem solved Turns out it was a fuse in the engine compartment that delt with fuel
regulation dunno how we missed that Also had to replace fuse number 29 audio system Thank
you to all those that helped me Recently my camry was having trouble starting up. Upon
replacement of the new battery the car will. Any ideas Please This ad is not displayed to
registered members. Register your free account today and become a member on camry forums.
Had bad battery. Daughters boy friend reversed jumper cables when trying to jump it. Replaced
it-no luck. Replaced Complete distributer thinking coils could have gone bad. All fuse s are
good. Self-diagnostic reveals no error codes-Check engine light continues to blink. Could the
igniter gone bad from the reversing of jumper. I retraced the wires from the fuel pump to the
driver side relay block and found no fried wires. However I did find a BlueBlack wire taped to
another BlueBlack wire however the one taped did not run to the Relay Block like the one it was
taped to. Is that normal or Do I need to splice it into the one that. Now were having problems
that I cant figure out. I am now at a loss and need some expert help. Here are the details
Carengine camry XLE. After a couple of miles the car simply stopped. It would turn over but. A
couple of months ago I was driving home on the freeway and noticed that when I engaged the
brakes my headlights would dim slightly. This happened for a few miles and then stopped. I had
actually forgotten about it because it never happened again. A week ago my wife was driving
home and all the dash lights started coming on and off. The radio stopped. Hello I am new to
this forum. I was wondering if anyone could help me with this. I am going to put a JL amp in my
car. It is a watt regulated amp watts at 12 or 4 ohms. I know the rule is 1 farad for every watts

but will I need a capacitor for this amp I heardthe amp isunderrated possibly or watts and from
what I believe the alternator is 80 amps. Im not an electrical engineer. I will skip to the most
recent incident. It started up fine but while driving it all of a sudden would not accelerate and
then died. I started it back up revved it up and drove fine for a couple of blocks and then did the
same thing. Right after it died the second time it had a hard time starting. This time it cranks but
will not start. I started with checking all Underhood fuse s and Relays. I was told it was the fuel
pump and I could not hear it running while trying to start. So without researching I changed it
out. Still could not hear it. I then looked into the Circuit Opening Relay and after pulling it and
reinstalling I have fuel again When they dim the dash lights dim down as well then once i push
the gas they brighten up I let off and it dims down same with the heat. The heat dims down
sometimes just. Also my check engine-light my brake-light ABS light and my cruise control light
are on constantly and my odometer is stuck at miles. I had all fuse s checked several times and
they all work fine. I also had the alternator checked and the battery contacts are clean and
strong. Recently three different people told me that my. I noticed that when I applied the brakes
normally everything was well
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normal however when I applied more pressure to the brakes it made some strange clunkjerk
noises. Other then that it felt ok so I continued to work thinking Ill check it out later. After an
hour. Engine [4 cylinder] developed a tapping sound and still was able to crank up and drive.
Removed the timing cover and the belt was loose after k miles on the original belt. Lined up the
crankshaft and cam pullies [the cam gear had to be turned counter-clockwise about 10 teeth to
line up after the belt was removed] 4. Similar phrases toyota camry alternator fuse: toyota
camry alternator fuse toyota camry alternator toyota camry fuse panel toyota camry ignition
fuse toyota camry fuse diagram. Latest searched advices and car parts fiat multipla sensors fiat
multipla service light fiat multipla shaft fiat multipla shaft bottom fiat multipla side mirrors fiat
multipla side window fiat multipla side window fuse fiat multipla slave cylinder pump fiat
multipla spacer fiat multipla spark. Ask an expert.

